A great team is looking forward to
working with you in our Ulm location.

THE FUTURE WILL NEVER SIMPLY
WORK IN THEORY.
SHARE YOUR PASSION FOR TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGIES WITH US.

World-leading technologies don’t make it onto a BMW until they’ve undergone one of the most challenging journeys you can imagine.
It takes dynamic teams with outstanding technical skills to drive them from the drawing board to the road. That’s why our experts treat
you as part of the team from day one, encourage you to bring your own ideas to the table – and give you the opportunity to really show
what you can do.
Working Student Continous Integration (m/f)
We, the BMW Group, offer you an interesting student job in the field of software development and testing. In the course of your work
you support our team to develop an automation framework for testing of camera based advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS).
The framework is developed as a web application written in Java. Furthermore you are involved in the development process by
automating tests which are being executed on the different layers and interfaces. The involvement in related technologies you will be
working with like Java, Java EE, Tomcat, Vaadin, FitNesse, Selenium and JAX-RS completes your exciting area of responsibility.
You should have:
- Studies in computer sciences, electronics or a comparable course
of studies.
- First practical experience with Selenium desirable.
- Knowledge in object oriented programming, especially in Java.
- Knowledge in SQL desirable.
- Knowledge in MS Office.

- Geman and Englisch business fluent.
- Teamwork and communication skills.
- Independent working style.
- Analytical thinking.
- Self-initiative.

Contact: BMW Group Recruiting Team, Tel. +49 89 382-17001
Are you looking for an exciting challenge? Then join our team. The earliest start date is 01.05.2015.
We look forward to receiving your application. Apply online at www.bmwgroup.jobs under job reference number
96057. Or scan the QR code and find out more about us as an employer, our entry programmes and additional job
openings.

